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Ȍ^
INTRODUCTION

- Korean speech sounds are graphically represented by Ȍ^ (Hangul) letters. The individual 

consonant and vowel letters of Ȍ^ are combined into syllable blocks to spell Korean 

words and sentences. 

- Ȍ = � + � + � 

- ^ = � + . + �
- Ȍ + ^ = Ȍ^

- A syllable must contain one and only one vowel. As Ȍ^ has two vowels, it has two 

syllables.

- Ȍ^ is written either horizontally across the page, as in many textbooks, or vertically, as in 

many South Korean newspapers. In North Korea, only the horizontal writing is practiced. 

VOWEL LETTERS
- All vowel letters are composed of one or more of three kinds of strokes:

- a long vertical stroke (0)

- a long horizontal stroke (.)

- a short horizontal or vertical stroke (- or |)

- Ȍ^ has six simple letters and two compound letters to represent eight simple vowel 

sounds. 

Simple letters: �,  , $, ), ., 0
Compound letters: �, !

- The vowel sounds with a short stroke on the right or above a long stroke (� and $) 

are called bright vowels.

- The vowels with a short stroke on the left or below a long stroke (  and )) are called 

dark vowels.

- The vowels represented by . or 0 are neutral vowels.

- In writing a syllable block, an initial consonant letter is placed on the left side of a vertical 

vowel letter, as in Ȍ, and on top of a horizontal vowel letter, as in ^. 
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ȌUŢƕ øƔ Zǝ²
RULE 1: RESYLLABIFICATION

When a syllable-final consonant is followed by a syllable beginning with a vowel, that 

syllable-final consonant is carried over to the following syllable as a syllable-initial 

consonant.

ǍƓ ǿĬƂ [ǌ^ ǿĬƂ]

ŗŚŢƂ [Œ¾ŌƂ]

ǁíƖ ƝŢƂ [ǁì� ƖŌƂ]

ǏÛŭƂ [ǏÚ�Ƃ] —>  [ǑÚ�Ƃ]

ǍƖ Ɩ Ǜŭ ŨŢƂ [ǌ` Ɩ Ǜŭ ŧĦƂ] —>  [ǌ` Ɩ Ǜŭ ŧŌƂ]

ýȜ Ƭŭ 9ŢƂ [ýȜ Ƨå 1ŌƂ] —> [üǬ Ƨå 1ŌƂ]

żƓ ÷ŚŢƂ [ŸŁ ô�ŌƂ]

RULE 2: SYLlABLE-FINAL CLOSURE (UNRELEASE)

At the end of a word or before a consonant (or at the end of a syllable), all Korean stops 

and fricatives are pronounced with closure of the speech organs, i.e. without releasing air. 

As a result, they are pronounced as three unreleased stops of �, �, and � like the 

following. Note that for the pronunciation of �, there are 7 inputs.

�, �, (�) —> �
�, �, (�), �, �, (�), �, �, � —> �
�, �, � —> � 

(Parenthesised ones mean that they don’t exist as syllable-final in Korean). 

ƜP —> [ƜP] ƟP —> [Ɯn]

3, =, ;, <, 8, 9, > —> [3]

ţ —> [ţ] čŬ—> [čţ] x� —> [w·]

Therefore, at the end of a syllable, there will be only seven consonant sounds, i.e. 

�, �, �, �, �, �, and �. 

RULE 3: NASAL ASSIMILATION 

The unreleased �, �, and � become �, �, and � respectively before a nasal (� or 

�). Notice here that there is no � at the beginning of a syllable in Korean.

�, � —> �
E.g. ƜÛ [ƛÛ], Ŝí [ří—>Ří], ŨvƂ [ŧvƂ —> ŦvƂ]
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ư1P: Ƙĝ
CONVERSATION 1: Ƨ� ĿǸĒ ƎŀƖŭƂ
Vocabulary

1. ƙȋ� (���): freshman               (pronounced as ƖÀ�)

2. Ɩȋ� (3��): sophomore            (pronounced as Ɩś�)

3. ġȋ� (���): junior                    (pronounced as ĝà�)

4. ĝȋ� (H��): senior                    (pronounced as ĝś�)

5. P (r): lesson, chapter

6. �ȋĥ (���): university student

7. ñU (��): USA

8. ĝ¿: person

9. Ƙĝ (��): greetings

10. ȋ� (��): academic/school year

11. ȋĥ (��): student

12. ȌU (��): Korea

13. ƙ (�): one

14. Ɩ (3): two

15. ġ (�): three

16. ĝ (H): four 

17. Ŕ�Ȋ� (6�Ȋ�): to be well      (Ŕ�ȊĬƂ: hi, hello, how are you)

18. Ɩ�: to be (equation)                        (ƖŭƂ/ŵƂ: am/is/are)

19. ¥: also, too

20. ƒ/�: topic particle (“as for”)

Grammar

1. N1 ƒ/� N2 ƖŭƂ/ŵƂ
Topic-comment structure

Topic: N1C - ƒ N1V - �
 ÚƖǮƒ Ƨ�

Comment: N2C - ƖŭƂ N2V - ŵƂ
�ȋĥƖŭƂ bƏñŭƂ

Equational expression: N1 = N2

An equational expression contains two nouns, where the first noun N1 is 

part of the topic, and the second noun N2 is part of the comment. 

The topic particle ƒ/� indicates that N1 (the attached noun) is the 

topic described by the subsequent comment.
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ư2P: �ȋS ǤǼĿ
CONVERSATION 1: Ə�ź Ĕ¶Ɩ Ţµ ƝŢƂ?

Vocabulary 

1. 1û: bag

2. `Ĺĝ (³¥�): dormitory

3. �ȋS (��m): university

4. ¥ĦQ (>[¨): library

5. Ə�ź Ĕ¶: Union Building

6. ŃL (�N): clock, watch 

7. ń� (_¢): restaurant

8. Ŕ: inside

9. Ŝ: front

10. ®: behind (the back)

11. Ŵ: beside (the side)

12. ƍ: top

13. ó: bottom 

14. Ţµ: where 

15. ƅǓU (¤·�): post office

16. ƕƠ (¼�): chair

17. Ǎ (): book

18. Ǎû (s): bookstore

19. Ǎģ (~): desk

20. ǤǼĿ: campus 

21. ȋS (�m): school

22. ȋĥȝQ (���¨): student centre 

23. Ǜ (�): floor, layer (counter word)

24. Ɲ�: to be (existence)

25. ƧŢ: uh (expression of hesitation)

26. ŭ: in, at, on (static location) 
Grammar

1. The subject particle Ɩ/1 (v�/Ƨ� —> ~1/Ʀ1)

The particle Ɩ/1 indicates that the word attached to it is the subject of the 

sentence, that is, what the predicate is about.

The particle Ɩ is used when the subject noun ends in a consonant, 

whereas 1 is used when the subject noun ends in a vowel. 

Note that the first person pronoun “I” v/Ƨ become ~/ư when 

the subject particle 1 is attached, i.e. v�/Ƨ� —> ~1/Ʀ1.

2. Expressing location: Nŭ ƝŢƂ
Reference to a location of an entity requires three elements in Korean:

(a) a location

(b) a locative particle ŭ
(c) a verb of existence Ɲ�(ƝŢƂ)
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ư3P: ȌUŢ ĸŧ
CONVERSATION 1: Ÿ� ĸŧ ƝƑĬƂ?

Vocabulary 
1. Kưȋ (%¦�): economics

2.  SPĦ (Æ�[): textbook

3. Sņ (Æ�): classroom

4. ~ƙ (��): tomorrow

5. ö (Z): class/team

6. ĝƩ (¿�): dictionary

7. ĸŧ (¸I): course, class/lesson

8. Ń2 (�*): time

9. ŮƠ (��): woman

10. Ÿ�: today

11. ƅĞ (`»): umbrella

12. ǁí (^:): question

13. ǂ: house, home

14. ǞT (C�): friend

15. Ǧȅǰ: computer

16. �T: who (�T + 1 —> �1)

17. ƘĝȊ� (��Ȋ�): to greet

18. ƚ�: to read 

19. Ũ�: (1) to not be (existence), (2) to not have (possession)

20. Ɲ�: to have (possession) 

21. ƦñƝ�: interesting, fun

22. [Æ¤: but, however

23. ~ (Ƒ)ĬƂ: honorific polite ending 

Grammar

1. Expressing possession: NƖ/1 ƝŢƂ/ŨŢƂ.

Ɲ� refers to either existence or possession of an object or person. Its opposite 

meaning, non-existence or non-possession, is expressed by Ũ�.

The meaning of Ɲ� (ƝŢƂ) can be possession. When used as ‘to have/

to not have,’ Ɲ�/Ũ� are usually preceded by NƖ/1. The particle Ɩ/

1 is often omitted in spoken form. 

E.g. ǁíƖ ƝŢƂ.

       ųŢ ĝƩƖ ŨŢƂ.

The meaning of Ɲ� can also be existence. When used as ‘to be/to not be 

(existence)’, Ɲ�/Ũ� are preceded by Nŭ.

E.g. ǍûƖ Ţµ ƝŢƂ?

        ȋĥȝQŭ ƝŢƂ.

2. The honorific ending:  ~ (Ƒ)ĬƂ
The suffix ~(Ƒ)ĬƂ is an honorific form of ~ŢƂ/ŒƂ. It is a combination of 

the honorific marker ~(Ƒ)Ń and the polite ending ~ŢƂ.
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ư4P: ǂ
CONVERSATION 1: ªĥƖ ¬ ç ƝŢƂ
Vocabulary

1. ?: (1) dog

2. M´ȋĥ (!'��): high school student

3. |ªĥ (7ªĥ): younger brother

4. �ȋƉĥ (��y�): graduate student

5. ªĥ: younger sibling

6. ĄĿǵ: Boston

7. čé� (¡��): parents

8. Œþƿ: father

9. Ţâ�: mother

10. Ůªĥ (�ªĥ): younger sister

11. Ÿĕ: older brother of a female

12. ȗ («): older brother of a male

13. țǫ: Hong Kong

14. ? (�): (2) item

15. Y (°): volume

16. � (�): year

17. �: month

18. �Ä: dollar (=Đ) (=Â)

19. ÚØ: animal

20. ç (/): people

21. Ɖ: won (currency)

22. Ɗ (<): month

23. ƙ (�): day 

24. LŃ�: to be (existence), to stay (honorific)

25. ȊM: (1) and (with nouns)

Grammar

1. Alternative questions

Alternative questions are used to ask someone to choose oe from the given 

choices.

ıȇŒ� ƙĆ ĝ¿ƖŭƂ, ƼU ĝ¿ ƖŭƂ?

ªĥƖ ƝŢƂ, ŨŢƂ?

2. Numbers

Korean uses two sets of numbers: Sino-Korean and native Korean numbers. 

Some native Korean numbers have two forms, depending on whether they 

are followed by a counter or used in isolation. 

Ȋv —> Ȍ(ç)

 —> ¬(Y)

ĭ —> Ĭ(Ƣ)

� —> �(ÿ)

�Ī —> �Ī(?)

Ŀï —> Ŀì(ğ)
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ư5P: ĦƬŭĦ
CONVERSATION 1: ĦƬŭĦ ǀT² ÛvƂ
Vocabulary 

1. OƉ (2z): park

2. Â: lab

3. ýȜƬ (X|k): department store

4. ĥƙ (��): birthday

5. ĦƬ ([k): bookstore (=Ǎû)

6. Ķȉ(Ȋ�): (to) shopping 

7. Ĩï(Ȋ�) (ÁGȊ�): (to) gift, present

8. Űł(Ȋ�) (¯dȊ�): (to) practice

9. Ɔª(Ȋ�) (P Ȋ�): (to) exercise 

10. ŸÁ2Û: after a long time

11. ƙ(Ȋ�): (3) work

12. Ƨ�: (1) evening (2) dinner

13. Ƭň (��): lunch

14. ǥȇķ: coffee shop

15. Ǳ�Ŀ: tennis

16. ȒþA: hamburger

17. 1Ôǜ�: to teach

18. ĝ�: to buy

19. ǜ�: to play (tennis)

20. ŭ: to (destination)

21. ŭĦ: in, at (dynamic location)

22. Ŕ�Ȧ (6�Ȧ): in peace

23. [Æ¤: by the way 

Grammar

1. The locative particles: ŭ vs. ŭĦ
The locative particle ŭ is used to indicate where an entity exists.

The particle ŭ indicates a static location and the simple existence of an 

entity.

E.g. ÑĿşƱÊĿŭ ƝŢƂ.

The particle ŭ is also used to indicate destination or goal, typically for 

directional verbs, such as 1� (‘to go’) and Ÿ� (‘to come’). 

E.g. ƅưUŭ 1Ƃ. 

        Ǧȅǰ Âŭ ŽƂ.  

A different particle ŭĦ is used to indicate the location of activity. It refers to a 

dynamic location, because the action or activity takes place in that location. 

E.g. OƉŭĦ ƆªȑƂ.

       ýȜƬŭĦ ĝƂ.

       OƉŭĦ ǔƂ. 
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ư6P: vƕ ȊÒ
CONVERSATION 1: ǈÑ Ȍ Ń2ǆ DËƂ
Vocabulary

1. {ő: weather

2. Ý(Ȋ�): speech, words (to say, speak) 

3. þĿ: bus

4. ćǾ: ballpoint pen 

5. ēȔ` (T&"): airplane

6. ŰȈ (½�): pencil

7. ƠƩA (�E0): bicycle

8. ƿȊǐ (�
�): subway

9. ǈ (0): car

10. ȊÒ (ȊÒ): (one) day 
11. ȌƘǯƆ (��ǯƆ): Korea Town

12. cƿ: to (location)

13. (Ƒ)Ñ: by means of

14. ŭĦ:  from (location)

15. DØ�: to take (time)

16. ğ�: to live

17. ŏ�: to write

18. 1e�: close, near

19. £�: hot

20. ä�: far

21. Ľ�: easy

22. ŢÎ�: difficult

23. ǘ�: cold

24. Ƶ�: narrow

25. ĄǶ (�A): usually

26. ťÚv/ťÚ: how many/how much

27. Ʋ_: a little 
Grammar

1. “By means of N”: N(Ƒ)Ñ
Means of transportation is expressed with the particle (Ƒ)Ñ. ƑÑ is used after a 

noun ending in a consonant (except /�/), and Ñ is used after a noun ending in a 

vowel and a consonant /�/.

E.g. ēȔ`Ñ, ǈÑ, ƿȊǐÑ (exception)

       ǷÅƑÑ, ƷħƑÑ
The particle (Ƒ)Ñ is also used to indicate an instrument by means of which an 

action is performed.

E.g. ųŢÑ, ŰȈÑ
2. Irregular predicates in /�/

/�/ changes to  ƅ before a vowel. 

The dark vowel ƅ cannot be combined with a bright vowel Œ, and 

therefore ~ŢƂ is used instead of ~ŒƂ. E.g. ǘ� —> ǖƈƂ. 
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ư7P: ƹÝ
CONVERSATION 1: ǞTȊM ųȜ ć AŵƂ
Vocabulary 

1. Lƪ ({Y): season

2. m: flower

3. \ƥ (�8): movie theatre

4. v¾: country

5. ~� (��): next year

6. �Ɣ: next, following

7. �ȋƉ (��y): graduate school

8. ûȋ (1�): school vacation

9. ĒÑ¯ƌƖ: Broadway

10. šĲ (� ): promise, appointment

11. ŞįųȜ (Şįȩȫ): action movie

12. Ů×: summer

13. ŮȔ(Ȋ�) (p&Ȋ�): (to) travel

14. ųȜ (´È): movie

15. ƖĿǷ ș:  East Hall

16. Ǫñµ: comedy

17. ÷�: receive

18. ŒÚ: probably, perhaps

19. Ơƹ: often, frequently

20. ƮÝ (5Ý): really

21. ǋ: (2) by the way

22. ìŀ: what, what kind of

23. Ţ�: which

24. ~(Ƒ)� AŵƂ: will (probability) 

Grammar

1. Probability: ~(Ƒ)� AŵƂ
~(Ƒ)� AŵƂ is an expression of probability. It marks a situation the speaker 

thinks is likely to happen and often expresses the speaker’s or the listener’s 

intention or plan. However, a scheduled event is often expressed in the present 

tense. 

[intention or plan] �Ɣ ƹÝŭ Ƨ� ųȜÖ ć AŵƂ. 

[probable future] �Ɣ ƊƂƙŭ ŃȕƖ ƝƓ AŵƂ. 

[definite future] ~ƙƖ ư ĥƙƖŭƂ.

~Ɠ AŵƂ is used when the verb stem ends in a consonant.

E.g. ƝƓ AŵƂ
~� AŵƂ is used when the verb stem ends in a vowel.

E.g. 4 AŵƂ
The present and future forms of some irregular verbs are as following:

/�/ irregular: e.g. ±� —> ²Ɠ AŵƂ (² + Ɠ AŵƂ)

/�/ irregular: e.g. ǘ� —> ǖƇ AŵƂ (ǖƅ + � AŵƂ)
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ư8P: ĦƇŭĦ
CONVERSATION 1: ĦƇ {ő1 ǋ ƶƿƂ?

Vocabulary

1. 1Ɔ¤: the middle, the centre 

2. B�Ȁ: the other

3. Sȝ (Æ�): church

4. mǂ: flower shop

5. ª� (¹�): neighbourhood

6. ľǼ: supermarket

7. šU (��): drug store

8. ƿ¥ (�>): map

9. Ǆ: side, direction

10. Ǖ´ȋS (�'�Æ): elementary school

11. Ǳ�Ŀƥ (Ǳ�ĿȪ): tennis court 

12. V¤: place, spot

13. ÿ (²): number

14. Ů`: here

15. A`: there

16. Ƨ`: over there

17. ~Ø�: get off

18. ǯ�: get in/on

19. ftȊ�: clean

20. ·½Ȋ�: warm

21. ƲƄȊ�: quiet

22. ŮÄ: many. several

23. Ɩ: (3) this

24. [: that

25. Ƨ: that (over there) 

26. ~ƿƂ?: isn’t it? (seeking agreement)

Grammar

1. Seeking agreement: ~ƿƂ?

~ƿƂ? is a request for confirmation or agreement about what the speaker believes 

to be true. The English equivalent is ‘Is that right?’ or ‘… isn’t it?’ In contrast, ~

ŢƂ/ŒƂ? is a regular question that asks for new information without any 

assumptions by the speaker.

E.g. Ÿ� {ő ǋ ƶƿƂ? b Ĩĥ�, ~ƙ Ńȕ ŨƿƂ?

2. Demonstrative expressions: Ɩ/[/Ƨ
Ɩ, [, Ƨ indicate the physical or mental proximity of an item relative to the 

speaker and the listener. 

Ɩ ‘this’ (near speaker)

[ ‘that’ (near listener)

Ƨ ‘there’ (away from both speaker and listener)
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íĀ
BASIC SENTENCE PATTERN

Emphasis on the subject N1C-Ɩ
First question/mention N1V-1

General intro/comment/statement N1C-ƒ
Contrastive meaning N1V-�
Topic shift in a sequence of talk

Existence N2-ƝŢƂ (✓)

Possession N2-ŨŢƂ (✘)

(2) Equation: N2C-ƖŭƂ, N2V-ŵƂ  (✓)

          N2C-Ɩ Œ�ŭƂ, N2V-1 Œ�ŭƂ  (✘)

DEFERRENTIAL STYLE (POLITE ENDING)

Used mostly in formal settings, e.g. news broadcasting, conferences, public lectures, etc.

Used in conversation before changing to polite style (~Ƃ) 

In a first-time introduction, name identification is made in deferential style.

Once having introduced themselves to each other —> polite style (~Ƃ)

Deferential style Polite ending

Making a statement VS/ASV-���
VS/ASC-ł��

VS/AS-ŒƂ/ŢƂ/…ȑƂ

Asking a question VS/ASV-��c?
VS/ASC-ł�c?

VS/AS-ŒƂ/ŢƂ/…ȑƂ?

Issuing a command VS/ASV-ŉŃŸ
VS/ASC-ƑŉŃŸ

VS/ASV-ĬƂ
VS/ASC-ƑĬƂ
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N1C-ƒ
N1V-�

Adverbial 
phrase/object

(1) VS/AS-ŒƂ/ŢƂ/ȑƂ
   -ł��/���, ł�c/��c?

(2) N2C-ƖŭƂ          
              -Ɯ��/Ɯ�c?
(3) N2V-ŵƂ
              -Ɯ��/Ɯ�c?
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ŢȠ
Vocabulary (sorted by lessons): http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~sko/teaching/AnswerSheets/IK_Bg/

Lesson 1

C1: http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~sko/teaching/KOR101/voca/Voca_L1C1.pdf

C2: http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~sko/teaching/KOR101/voca/Voca_L1C2.pdf

Lesson 2

C1: http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~sko/teaching/KOR101/voca/Voca_L2C1.pdf

C2: http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~sko/teaching/KOR101/voca/Voca_L2C2.pdf 

Lesson 3

C1: http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~sko/teaching/KOR101/voca/Voca_L3C1.pdf 

C2: http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~sko/teaching/KOR101/voca/Voca_L3C2.pdf 

Lesson 4

C1: http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~sko/teaching/KOR101/voca/Voca_L4C1.pdf 

C2: http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~sko/teaching/KOR101/voca/Voca_L4C2.pdf 

Lesson 5

C1: http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~sko/teaching/KOR101/voca/Voca_L5C1.pdf 

C2: http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~sko/teaching/KOR101/voca/Voca_L5C2.pdf 

Lesson 6

C1: http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~sko/teaching/KOR101/voca/Voca_L6C1.pdf 

C2: http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~sko/teaching/KOR101/voca/Voca_L6C2.pdf 

Lesson 7

C1: http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~sko/teaching/KOR101/voca/Voca_L7C1.pdf 

C2: http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~sko/teaching/KOR101/voca/Voca_L7C2.pdf 

Lesson 8

C1: http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~sko/teaching/KOR101/voca/Voca_L8C1.pdf 

C2: http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~sko/teaching/KOR101/voca/Voca_L8C2.pdf 

Quizlet for vocabulary (https://quizlet.com/Sun_An)

Review the following sets:

1. Integrated Korean Beginner 1_Lesson 1 Greetings

2. Integrated Korean Beginner 1_Lesson 2

3. Integrated Korean Beginner 1_Lesson 3

4. Integrated Korean Beginner 1_Lesson 4

5. Lesson 4 C1
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